201505032
Victor Yupa
On June 11, 2015, after two people crossed a street in the Bronx, a police officer stopped them,
accused them of carrying marijuana, frisked, and then searched them. No drugs were found on
either of the people, and one was arrested for resisting arrest and obstructing governmental
administration, and given a summons for jaywalking.
The officer who conducted the stop stated that he had only ever meant to stop the couple for
jaywalking, and that he arrested and searched them when they refused to provide identification. The
other officers on the scene all stated that the officer who stopped the couple told the other officers
that he had observed them smoking marijuana before the stop.
A bystander recorded much of the encounter, including officers asking about drugs and cursing at
the two.
PO Victor Yupa testified at his CCRB interview that he had no interaction with the couple or the
officers arresting them because he was monitoring the person recording the incident to be sure that
person did not interfere with the arrest. The recording itself shows that PO Yupa interacting with
the officers and the person being arrested substantially before turning his attention to the person
recording.
The CCRB found that the original officer had conducted an illegal frisk, an improper stop, an illegal
search, and had arrested the two in retaliation. It also found that PO Yupa had made a false official
statement in his CCRB interview.
The NYPD penalized the officer who conducted the arrest by issuing formalized training and did
not punish PO Yupa.
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CV Reported At:
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Date/Time Received at CCRB

Thu, 06/11/2015 6:54 PM

IAB

Phone

Fri, 06/19/2015 1:56 PM

Complainant/Victim

Type

Home Address

Witness(es)

Subject Officer(s)
1. POM Ian Gallagher

Home Address

Shield

TaxID

Command

31919

§ 87(2)(b)

PBBX

23741

§ 87(2)(b)

PBBX

23804

§ 87(2)(b)

PBBX

2. An officer
3. POM Josue Vassallo
4. POM Victor Yupa

Unknown

5. Officers

PBBX

Witness Officer(s)

Shield No

Tax No

Cmd Name

1. POM Joshua Healy

24570

§ 87(2)(b)

PBBX

2. POM Rahmaan Wiltshire

27481

§ 87(2)(b)

PBBX

Officer(s)

Allegation

Investigator Recommendation

A . POM Ian Gallagher

Abuse of Authority: PO Ian Gallagher stopped § 87(2)(b)
.

A.

§ 87(2)(g)

B . POM Ian Gallagher

Abuse of Authority: PO Ian Gallagher frisked § 87(2)(b)
.

B.

§ 87(2)(g)

C . POM Ian Gallagher

Abuse of Authority: PO Ian Gallagher searched § 87(2)(b)
.

C.

§ 87(2)(g)

D . POM Ian Gallagher

Abuse of Authority: PO Ian Gallagher refused to provide his D .
shield number to § 87(2)(b)
.

§ 87(2)(g)

Discourtesy: PO Josue Vassallo spoke discourteously to
.

E.

§ 87(2)(g)

F.

§ 87(2)(g)

G.

§ 87(2)(g)

H.

§ 87(2)(g)

E . POM Josue Vassallo

§ 87(2)(b)

F . Officers

Force: Officers used physical force against § 87(2)(b)

G . Officers

Abuse of Authority: Officers frisked § 87(2)(b)

H . Officers

Abuse of Authority: Officers searched § 87(2)(b)

I . An officer

Discourtesy: An officer spoke discourteously to § 87(2)(b)
.

I.

§ 87(2)(g)

Abuse of Authority: PO Ian Gallagher issued a summons to
.

J.

§ 87(2)(g)

J . POM Ian Gallagher

.
.
.

§ 87(2)(b)
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Officer(s)

Allegation

K . POM Victor Yupa

Other: There is evidence suggesting PO Victor Yupa
K.
provided a false official statement in violation of PG 203-08.
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knowing if § 87(2)(b)
was physically compliant, and denied knowing if PO Gallagher had
physical contact with § 87(2)(b)
PO Yupa said he had no knowledge of these things because he
was performing crowd control and had his back to § 87(2)(b)
and the other officers. During the
CCRB interview, Inv. Jacobson and PO Yupa had the following exchange.
[09:12]
Inv. Jacobson: After § 87(2)(b)
says ‘I don’t have to give you the ID’ and is screaming,
sort of, what is PO Gallagher’s response to him, how are you responding to this?
PO Yupa: I don’t know what he was doing. I was just dealing with the female filming
because she immediately took her phone out.
Inv. Jacobson: How soon after § 87(2)(b)
was stopped did she take out her phone?
PO Yupa: Immediately basically.
Inv. Jacobson: Was she interfering or was she just filming? What was she doing during
this time?
PO Yupa: She was just filming. I was trying to keep her from interfering.
Inv. Jacobson: How close would you say she was to you?
PO Yupa: She was in my face, maybe a foot away, had the phone in my face the whole
time.
Inv. Jacobson: And how far were you from PO Gallagher and § 87(2)(b)
PO Yupa: They were behind me, probably like a foot away?
Inv. Jacobson: I understand you’re dealing with her, but do you hear any of the
conversation between PO Gallagher and § 87(2)(b)
PO Yupa: No.
Inv. Jacobson: Is § 87(2)(b)
being physically compliant during this time?
PO Yupa: I don’t, I don’t, I’m dealing with the girl, my back’s towards them, I wouldn’t
be able to tell you anything about that.
Inv. Jacobson: Did you see PO Gallagher have any physical contact with § 87(2)(b)
PO Yupa: No.
Inv. Jacobson: How long is he interacting with him for?
PO Yupa: To tell you the truth, I don’t know. I’m dealing with the female, everything
that is going on with them I don’t recall ‘cause my back is towards them, ya know? I’m
dealing with the girl, trying to keep her back, trying to keep her back.
[11:28]
Inv. Jacobson: Do you ever see PO Gallagher frisk this gentleman or is there any
conversation about a frisk occurring?
PO Yupa: No, I didn’t see anything. I was dealing with the female, the whole time.
Video footage of the incident shows PO Yupa facing § 87(2)(b)
and the other officers as they
interact. There is no evidence of PO Yupa performing crowd control until about 45 seconds into
the video. Beginning at about one minute into the video, PO Yupa is again seen facing §87(2)
and the other officers as they interact, before he then turns around towards the women
and tells them to back up. PO Yupa viewed this footage and identified himself on screen (BR
25).
2015-11-17_18-48-52.mp4

According to Patrol Guide Procedure 203-08, the intentional making of a false official statement
is prohibited and will be subject to disciplinary action. The statement must have been proven to
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